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Abstract 
The article discusses the problem of the assessment handwriting in children aged 7-13 in Poland. 
Diagnostic tests, devised by the authors and used in the experiments, were described. The 
investigation procedure took into consideration: drawing letter-like designs on unruled and on ruled 
pages as well as copying texts on ruled and unruled pages.  

The investigation covered 300 children: 50 students at each educational level were studied (grades I–
VI respectively), at each level there were groups of even number of boys and girls. The experimental 
studies resulted in the collection of 1200 samples of products of graphomotor activities.  

The assessment of products of graphomotor activities – according to the procedure in the authors’ 
Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs covers six categories: I. The WRITING 
LINE (a/ the pressure of the writing instrument, b/ line stability); II. LETTERS/LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS 
(a/ the form of letters/letter-like designs, b/ proportions within the letter/ letter-like sign); III. LETTER IN 
THE WORDS/ LETTER-LIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN STRUCTURE (a/ the size and slant of letters in 
words/signs in letter-like designs, b/ connections of letters in words/letter-like signs in designs); IV. 
THE WRITING DOWN OF A TEXT/ LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS (a/ the direction (slant) of 
handwriting/letter-like designs, b/ the size of handwriting/letter-like designs); V. VERSE 
ORGANIZATION (a/ spaces between words/between elements of letter-like designs, b/ maintaining 
the writing/designs in the rulings); VI. PAGE ORGANIZATION (a/the position of text/ designs on the 
page, b/ margins).  

The quantitative and qualitative description of the phenomena – the analysis of the empirical material 
collected during the experimental studies allowed to reach the following findings: 1/ The quality of 
execution of graphomotor tests in the studied population deteriorated with age: the group scores for 
grade I-III students were better than the grades for IV-VI grade students; 2/ The scores for the quality 
of execution of graphomotor skills at each age level were better for girls; 3/ In the studied population at 
each age level there were considerable individual differences concerning the graphic level of 
handwriting and letter-like designs; 4/ At the level of products of graphomotor activities the students’ 
greatest difficulties concerned the level of drawing letter-like signs and letters, their size, the direction 
of slant and the way of connecting them in a word; 5/ The quality of executing reproductions of letter-
like designs and copying of texts was strongly correlated; 6/ The quality of execution of graphomotor 
tests on sheets without rulings and on ruled sheets was strongly correlated. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The article discusses the problem of the assessment handwriting in children aged 7-13 in Poland. 
Research in this field has a long tradition in Poland, (Wróbel [1, 2]); however, the studies have been 
fragmentary, sparse and conducted in the teaching context: in comprehensive schools and – in some 
exceptional cases – in schools for children with special educational needs [3, 4]. There is still a lack of 
satisfactory practical solutions for diagnosing graphomotor disorders (dysgraphia), and of diagnostic 
tools allowing the recognition of difficulties in this respect among children at the optimal time [5-7].  

The article presents the results of the authors’ own studies conducted under the research project 
Written Communication Disorders. The Profile of Graphomotor Skills as A Technique for Diagnosing 
Children Aged 7-13 Years. The Development of Graphomotorics - A Risk of Dysgraphy (The Ministry 
of Science and Higher Education 33rd Competition for Research Projects, project no. NN 106 1885 33; 
project manager – Dr Urszula Mirecka, principal executors – Prof. Dr Habil. Stanisław Grabias and Dr 
Aneta Domagała) - the project was carried out in Lublin’s Maria Curie-Skłodowska University 
Department of Logopedics and Applied Linguistics. The diagnostic test, the Profile of Graphomotor 
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Skills, devised by the authors, was used in the experimental studies, then modified and published [8] 
together with an accompanying monograph, which discussed in general the results of the 
experimental research [9-10]. 

The Profile of Graphomotor Skills consists of the Observation Protocol and the Chart of Assessment of 
Handwriting and Letter-like Designs. The Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs 
Karta was constructed using the studies by Wróbel [1, 2], Borysowicz et al. [11] and Ajuriaguerra’s 
dysgraphic scale [12]. We have presented selected problems concerning the use of this instrument in 
logopedic diagnosis in separate articles [13-18]. This paper presents – from the diagnostic standpoint - 
the conclusions from the empirical research into products of graphomotor activities (the general results 
were previously discussed in the monograph [9, 10]), as well as the findings crucial for diagnosticians 
and the exemplification of problems emerging in the diagnostic process on the basis of the case of a 
female pupil in the fourth year of primary school. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
The investigation covered 300 children: 50 students at each educational level were studied (grades I–
VI respectively), at each level there were groups of even number of boys and girls. The experimental 
studies resulted in the collection of 1200 samples of products of graphomotor activities.  

The investigation procedure took into consideration: drawing letter-like designs on unruled and on 
ruled pages as well as copying texts on ruled and unruled pages.  

The assessment of products of graphomotor activities – according to the procedure in the authors’ 
Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs covers six categories: I. The WRITING 
LINE (a/ the pressure of the writing instrument, b/ line stability); II. LETTERS/ LETTER-LIKE 
DESIGNS (a/ the form of letters/letter-like designs, b/ proportions within the letter/ letter-like sign); III. 
LETTER IN THE WORDS/ LETTER-LIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN STRUCTURE (a/ the size and slant 
of letters in words/signs in letter-like designs, b/ connections of letters in words/letter-like signs in 
designs); IV. THE WRITING DOWN OF A TEXT/ LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS (a/ the direction (slant) of 
handwriting/letter-like designs, b/ the size of handwriting/ letter-like designs); V. VERSE 
ORGANIZATION (a/ spaces between words/between elements of letter-like designs, b/ maintaining 
the writing/designs in the rulings); VI. PAGE ORGANIZATION (a/ the position of text/ designs on the 
page, b/ margins). 

The phenomena analyzed in each category (and sub-category) of the Chart of Assessment of 
Handwriting and Letter-like Designs were assessed in points. Undesirable phenomena were recorded 
as follows: in each category a student could be given from 0 to 8 points (in each sub-category from 0 
to 4 points). The more severe the recorded difficulties were, the more points the student was given. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 The Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs: results 
of the analysis of the empirical material – the findings crucial for 
diagnosticians 

The analysis of the empirical material collected during the experimental studies allowed to reach the 
following findings:  

1/ The quality of execution of graphomotor tests in the studied population deteriorated with age: the 
group scores for grade I-III students were better than the grades for IV-VI grade students.  

As far as the whole group was concerned, the lowest number of difficulties was recorded in category 
IV. THE WRITING DOWN OF A TEXT/ LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS (the direction (slant) of 
handwriting/letter-like designs; the size of handwriting/letter-like designs) and VI. PAGE 
ORGANIZATION (the position of text/ designs on the page; margins), while the highest number – in 
category III. LETTER IN THE WORDS/ LETTER-LIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN STRUCTURE (the size 
and slant of letters in words/signs in letter-like designs; connections of letters in words/letter-like signs 
in designs/) and II. LETTERS/LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS (the form of letters/letter-like designs; 
proportions within the letter/ letter-like sign). 

This is illustrated by the numerical data presented in Table 1 (here: the more severe the difficulties, 
the higher the score). 
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Table 1.  The Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs -  
average point scores for categories I-VI. 

Grades Average 
score: 

category I 

Average 
score: 

category II 

Average 
score: 

category III 

Average 
score: 

category IV 

Average 
score: 

category V 

Average 
score: 

category VI 

I-III 8,69 9,76 11,07 5,32 8,06 4,84 

IV-VI 12,57 13,71 15,42 9,11 11,86 9,53 

I-VI 10,63 11,73 13,25 7,17 9,96 7,18 

Taking into consideration the subcategories of assessment distinguished in the Chart of Assessment 
of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs, it must be pointed out that at the level of products of 
graphomotor activities the students’ greatest difficulties concerned the level of drawing letter-like signs 
and letters, their size, the direction of slant and the way of connecting them in a word.  

From the diagnostic point of view, it is important that the detailed analysis of the phenomena included 
in these categories allows recognition of the problems that individual students experience – for 
instance, in category III: LETTER IN THE WORDS/ LETTER-LIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN 
STRUCTURE – the problems with connections of letters in words/letter-like signs in designs, such as: 
the lack of connections between letters/signs; letters and signs separated from each other; too much 
space between letters within a word; letters/signs joined to each other, stuck together (“collages”), in 
special cases likely to be identified as other letters; imprecise connections, thickened incomplete 
connections; elongated connections; imprecise connections with letters overlapping each other; 
connections starting or ending in the wrong part of the letter, sometimes arising from an undesirable 
modification to the letter itself; connecting signs as elements separate from letters; connections 
starting from a diacritical mark – according to the catalogue of non-standard phenomena listed in the 
Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs.  

2/ The scores for the quality of execution of graphomotor skills at each age level were better for girls. 
The girls achieved better general results and also better specific results in each of the distinguished 
categories. This is illustrated by the data in Table 2 (here: the more severe the difficulties, the higher 
the score). 

Table 2.  The Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs –  
average point scores for categories I-VI for girls and boys. 

Grades Sex Average 
score: 

category I 

Average 
score: 

category II 

Average 
score: 

category III 

Average 
score: 

category IV 

Average 
score: 

category V 

Average 
score: 

category VI 

I-III Girls 7,71 8,33 9,95 5,15 7,32 4,17 

Boys 9,67 11,19 12,20 5,31 8,80 5,51 

IV-VI Girls 9,72 10,36 12,35 7,41 9,97 7,89 

Boys 15,43 17,05 18,49 10,81 13,75 11,06 

I-VI Girls 8,71 9,35 11,15 6,28 8,65 6,03 

Boys 12,55 14,12 15,35 8,06 11,27 8,33 

Therefore, the diagnosis should take account of sex-dependent differences in developmental norms.  

3/ The quality of execution of graphomotor tests on sheets without rulings and on ruled sheets was 
strongly correlated. 

As far as the type of sheet was concerned (ruled paper vs. blank paper), the level of graphic skills in 
the analyzed samples was similar, which is shown in the scores presented in Table 3.  
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Table 3.  The Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs - average point scores for 
categories I-VI depending on the type of sheet: blank sheet vs. ruled sheet. 

Grades Types of sheets Average 
score: 

category 
I 

Average 
score: 

category II 

Average 
score: 

category 
III 

Average 
score: 

category 
IV 

Average 
score: 

category V 

Average 
score: 

category 
VI 

I-III Blank sheets 4,03 4,91 5,00 3,00 4,84 2,74 

Ruled sheets 4,65 4,85 6,07 2,23 3,22 2,10 

IV-VI Blank sheets 5,47 6,54 7,55 4,49 6,11 5,24 

Ruled sheets 7,10 7,17 7,87 4,62 5,75 4,29 

I-VI Blank sheets 4,75 5,72 6,28 3,75 5,47 3,99 

Ruled sheets 5,88 6,01 6,97 3,42 4,49 3,19 

In many cases, the diagnosis of graphomotor difficulties can be made regardless of the type of sheet 
used in the test; in the case of some people, however, bizarre phenomena will occur especially on 
blank pages. In such situations, school students can significantly benefit from putting a sheet of ruled 
paper under a blank page or using ruled and square-ruled notebooks [19].   

4/ The quality of executing reproductions of letter-like designs and copying of texts was strongly 
correlated.  
The obtained results show that there is a relationship between the kinds of graphomotor activities 
(writing, drawing designs) – the assessment of graphomotor skills in the basic aspect can be made 
based on reproductions of letter-like designs, which is particularly helpful in diagnosing children who 
have not yet begun to learn to write, have learned to write at an elementary level, or have reading 
problems [18]. 

In the studied population at each age level there were considerable individual differences concerning 
the graphic level of handwriting and letter-like designs. In practice, special attention should be paid to 
children, in whom the graphic level of letter like designs and the graphic level of handwriting can be 
varied because of the manifestation – in particular   cases – of different phenomena determined by the 
specificity of verbal and written communication disorders (especially children with multiple disabilities 
[18]. 

3.2 The Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs –
exemplification of phenomena 

The exemplification of phenomena is based on the case of an 11-year-old girl, a student in the fourth 
grade of primary school. In this case, the assessment of products of graphomotor activities – 
according to the procedure in the authors’ Chart of Assessment of Handwriting and Letter-like Designs 
– revealed the following undesirable phenomena:  

I. THE LINE: the pressure of the writing instrument – traces of variable clarity within words, with 
different letters or letter components written with more or less pressure. 

II. LETTERS/LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS: a) the form of letters/ letter-like designs – letters/signs with an 
additional structural component, usually repeated; distortions of the form of letters/signs connected 
with the deformation of structural components: circles, loops, strokes and stems; distortions of the 
form of letters/signs resulting in letters/signs losing their shape altogether; misshapen letters which as 
a result resemble other letters; b) proportions within the letter/ letter-like sign) – distorted proportions 
of letter components (components that are elongated, shortened, too big, too small).  

III. LETTER IN THE WORDS/ LETTER-LIKE SIGN IN THE DESIGN STRUCTURE: a) the size and 
slant of letters in words/signs in letter-like designs – the variable size of letters in a word/of letter-like 
signs in the structure of a design (letters becoming smaller or bigger, letters of different sizes within 
one word); variable slant of letters in a word/of letter-like signs in the structure of a design, shakiness; 
b) connections of letters in words/letter-like signs in designs): lack of connections between 
letters/signs, letters and signs separate from each other; letters/signs joined to each other, stuck 
together (“collages”). 
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IV. THE WRITING DOWN OF A TEXT/ LETTER-LIKE DESIGNS: b) the size of handwriting/letter-like 
designs); writing/designs of irregular size, often with significant differences between individual words 
or between individual components of designs. 

V. VERSE ORGANIZATION: a) spaces of various size, irregular spaces; leaving too much space 
around punctuation marks; b) maintaining the writing/designs in the rulings): variable distance 
between writing and ruling lines, writing not staying within the ruling lines. 

VI. PAGE ORGANIZATION: a) the position of text/ designs on the page: the title written on the right of 
the middle line of the text; no paragraph division, incorrect use of paragraph division in texts; b) 
margins – irregular margins, uneven distance from the edge of the page.  

Below is an example of the schoolgirl’s written work, which illustrates such characteristic phenomena 
as: letters with an additional structural component (here: the letter m with an additional stem); 
distortions of the form of letters resulting in the letters losing their shape; misshapen letters resembling 
other letters (here: a-u, c-e); incorrect proportions of structural components of a letter, lack of 
connections between letters, letters separated from each other, and, simultaneously, letters touching 
each other, stuck to each other (“collages”); variable size of letters within a word and variable slant of 
letters within a word, shakiness; variable distance between writing and ruling lines, writing not staying 
within the ruling lines. 

 
Figure 1. Copying a text on a ruled page (a schoolgirl in the fourth grade). 

The student participated in a group screening test conducted randomly in the school which she 
attended (she had not undergone any specialist tests of graphomotor skills before). The undesirable 
phenomena that were observed indicate that close attention should be paid to the development of her 
graphomotor skills and that she should be given adequate support at school. The fourth grade of 
primary school is a turning point for many students with writing difficulties because after the first stage 
of primary education the demands of school increase: students write more and more at school and at 
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home, they use different types of notebooks in different lessons (and the use of handwriting {i.e. three-
ruled} notebooks is abandoned), and the pace of work must guarantee that the student can effectively 
function in class. In such circumstances difficulties that were barely noticeable before escalate, which 
leads to failures at school. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Diagnosing graphomotor difficulties on the basis of products requires conducting detailed analyses 
that encompass all the most important aspects of handwriting (and, additionally, of letter-like designs), 
from the structurally simplest to complex ones. Since difficulties with writing individual letters/signs and 
with placing those within bigger structural units are common, the problems should receive careful 
attention during diagnosis and post-diagnostic activities, even when the deficits do not seem 
particularly severe.       

“Graphomotor skills” is the term referring to handwriting and to drawing skills [20] – writing, which is of 
primary importance in education, can be usefully assessed in the context of other graphomotor 
activities, such as drawing letter-like signs. In preschool education, before children start learning to 
write, the assessment of drawing skills is commonly performed [21,22]. In school education, it is also 
desirable to conduct non-language tests as part of graphomotor evaluation, especially in the cases of 
children with speech impediments or with difficulties in acquiring reading and writing skills. 

The effective diagnosis of graphomotor disorders requires that developmental norms which take 
account of the sex-dependent differences should be established. In Poland, work on a new diagnostic 
tool which complies with this requirement is currently being finalized [23]. 
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